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Welcome to Power Up!
This is a 12-month course designed to
enable senior women leaders to better
navigate situations of power and
influence, and amplify their impact in
the world. If you are a woman executive,
entrepreneur or a business head with
16+ years of experience, you’ll find this
course extremely beneficial. Let us walk
you through more details about the
program and tell you exactly what kind
of results we are looking to deliver.
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The Aim
Power Up is designed specifically to help you create transformation in these two aspects
of your life.

Power in self: Who you are
• Take a personal deep dive to focus on self. The self, after all, is where you lead from.
• Learn via the emotional, philosophical, psychological and somatic dimensions a Mind-Body-Spirit approach to leadership.
• Reframe and redefine many areas of growth and expansion in life and work.
• Understand and reconcile concepts like ethics, politics, conflict, gender, money and
ambition with one another.
• Explore diverse stories and narratives about worth, value and self-esteem.

Power in professional roles: What you do
• Learn tangible lessons on taking brave decisions, navigating tough conversations and
having a dignified presence.
• Build on your practical, relational and conversational intelligence.
• Put your learnings in real-life contexts with a Mastermind-format via a Think Tank.
• Learn a Generative Leadership framework to build your public identity.
• Learn in an embodied way on power and presence in leadership.
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The Curriculum
Power Up is not just learning new concepts — it works to equip you with practical tools and
methods to chart your growth. Here are some of the tools and key questions that we will
be walking with:

1. The SELPH Approach:

This offers a way of untangling from limiting narratives and patterns embedded in
your tangible leadership strategies derived from Somatics, Emotions, Language,
Practice, and History (SELPH). It explores various life story questions like
How has ‘who I am’ shaped? How do I lead myself and others?

2. The OAR Model:

We look at the real-world applications of how your observations and actions impact
the results you drive.

What are my ideas on Power, Authority, Ethics, Politics, Conflict, Gender, Money,

Ambition? How does this influence the results in my life? How am I complacent in
creating the situations that I find myself in?

3. Anatomy of Action:

This segment helps you identify what missing conversations are important for you in

different domains of life and work, and subsequently have them to produce the results
that matter.

Do I know what missing conversations are important for me, and in what domains?

How will having them lead to new results with my clients, team and more?

4. Conversation for Action:

As a leader, one is constantly coordinating actions with others.

What aspects of this coordination can I alter so that I make bold moves as a
customer and a performer?
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5. Refocusing on Care:

Through this, we take a deep dive on what aspects of our life create energy and

satisfaction, and learn how to put these cares at the core of your fulfilment as a leader.
Do I know what I deeply care about? Am I paying attention to it?
Am I in alignment with what is important?
6. Listening and Presence:

This helps you put Somatic methodologies of Listening and Presence into practise.
What is being said to me which I am not hearing?
What listening do I produce in others?

7. Assessments:

Explore stories and your narratives on worth, self- esteem, and possibilities.
As a leader, what possibilities can I open up in my life and relationships,

when I begin checking my assumptions and begin grounding my assessment in
various domains?

8. The Inner Critic Greens:

This offers new choices of being and doing, and reminds you who your authentic self is.

What new practices can I learn to tame my inner critic?

9. Shaping Public Identity:

Identify authentic ways to define and build public identity by making requests, offers,

promises, declarations and playing big games.

What practices can I begin using each day to shift my identity in the world and begin
adding new and fresh value in my professional role?

10. Power of Not-Knowing:

Decipher your response to ‘not knowing’ and learn to lead in spaces of ambiguity and
challenging times, where direction and data aren’t always clear.
How am I navigating the future from a place of ‘not knowing’?
Are there ways to support myself and still lead others?
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11. Team Conversations:

Team conversations constitute the nuts and bolts of how we function to build teams
and manage human processes within them.

Which of the 10 conversations will I deploy more of as I lead teams?

How will I prepare myself for the conversations that matter in teams?

12. Power & Politics:

An essential competence to integrate and manage as we grow in our leadership.
How am I managing the dimension of power and politics in my professional role?
Who do I stand with, who I invite, who I do not cooperate with and what
conversations am I ‘in’ or ‘out’ of?

13. Generative Leadership:

Generativity in a leader is an everyday commitment to ourselves, our teams,
our organisations, family and community.

What are the dimensions to being a generative leader which I practise well and
those that are my edge?

14. Capacity

Managing overwhelm, energy and capacity is critical to be an effective leader.
Where should I be putting my attention for myself so I manage capacity effectively?

15. The Good Life:

Building a good life is a gift to ourselves. This definition changes with different stages

of life, and tuning into what is needed for our good life is an important aspect of
leadership.

What is my definition of a good life? Have I designed it yet?
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The Learning Strategy
Power Up is not for passive learning. It seeks to engage every participant with a variety of
learning formats, interactive sessions and provoking conversations.

4-6 hours of
live session each month

60 hours of live learning with
Sailaja Manacha

In-person session
twice-a-year

Group of
10-12 participants only

Small cohorts of 4
as a learning team

Access to
session recordings

20 hours of live learning
with guest coaches
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The Difference
Power Up is not like any other leadership course - it is a program that is specifically

designed to keep a strong focus on its participants. Here are a few ways in which Power
Up sets itself apart.

Your needs, your curriculum:

The sessions and formats discussed above gives you a glimpse of what Power Up offers.

However, the curriculum is flexible and dynamic - you and your group can choose through
common consensus how you wish to shape the course curriculum.

Blend of Psychology, Body-somatics and Generative Leadership:

Explore the mind-body-spirit approach to grow as a leader and as a human being.

Life-learning is about learning connected to our stage of life and career we are at, as
women, and in the various roles we play in life. This learning is both unique and significant to
how the feminine energy functions. Exposure to this blended eclectic approach builds a

strong spine and a full heartedness that is important for the leadership needed in today's
world.

Varied formats and learning methods:

With live sessions, worksheets, team conversations, actionable steps, mastermind sessions,
and somatic learning, Power Up keeps you tuned in to your new game and efforts.
Insights from guest faculty:

Every month, you will meet an experienced guest coach who brings their rich wisdom and
learning to the group in a curated 90-minute session.
A thriving sense of community:

The course brings together a tribe of women leaders to create a space for community,

understanding and mutual growth. This enables you to align leadership with the different
roles in life - personal roles, leadership roles, roles as a citizen and more.
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The Results
Through the tools and methodologies discussed above, this program helps you drive
tangible results in your professional and personal spheres of influence.

• Develop a strong sense of self as the core from which your leadership stems.
• Take a Mind-Body-Spirit approach to leadership that includes the emotional,
the philosophical, the psychological and the somatic.

• Reframe and redefine many areas of growth and expansion in life and work.
• Understand and reconcile concepts like ethics, politics, conflict, gender,
money and ambition with one another.

• Explore diverse stories and narratives about worth, value and self-esteem.
• Take back tangible lessons on taking brave decisions,

navigating tough conversations and having a dignified presence.

• Build on your practical, relational and conversational intelligence.
• Put your learnings in real-life contexts with a
Mastermind-format via a Think Tank.

• Learn a Generative Leadership framework to
build your public identity.

• Expand your power capacity by managing energy.
• Navigate through ambiguity by tapping into the
power of not knowing.

• Develop generative leadership by enabling
choices through awareness.
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The Commercials
Being a part of Power Up is an investment that you make in yourself.

Cost - ` 2,00,000 + GST

NGOs/Social Enterprises: Bursaries are available**

Payment Plan:
` 50,000 + GST
to be paid on enrolment

Remaining amount can be paid in installments.

**Terms and conditions applied
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What’s next?
Intrigued by what you’ve seen so far? Here’s where you go from here:

1 Register for the course here.

2 Keep an eye out for a confirmation mail, sent to your registered email ID.

If you don’t receive a confirmation within 10 minutes, check your spam folder.

3 Look out for Zoom invites and other details in the weeks leading up to
the course.
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If you have any queries, you can also email Sai at sailaja@physis.co.in
physis.co.in

/sailajamanacha

/PhysisOfficial

company/physiscoin

